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Working Group n.º 2 on Cork Oak 
 

REPORT  
 
 

� Activities developed accordingly to the work programme of               
Silva Mediterranea  

 
 

• SEMINAR “THE VITALITY OF CORK AND HOLM OAKS STANDS, current 
situation, state of knowledge and actions to take”  
2006, 25th and 26th October, Évora - Portugal 

 
The Seminar, foreseen in the programme of work of this Working Group (“organisation of a 
sub-regional seminar on cork oak”), was organised by the General Direction of Forest 
Resources/Portugal in collaboration with Silva Mediterranea/FAO, the WWF and the 
Association Internationale Forêts Méditerranéennes. Around 300 participants from nine 
countries have participated. 
 
Briefly, some highlights:  

- the following have been identified as causes of the decline/decay of 
cork and holm oaks stands: climate change, unsuitable management 
practices (e.g. overgrazing), plagues and fungi attacks and forest fires; 

- the need for an integrated cooperation programme dedicated to 
research on oaks and cork oak has been recognised;  

- the Summary of the Seminar (French text only) is available on the 
website of Silva Mediterranea under ”Cork oak working group”/Event: 

                                   http://www.fao.org/forestry/webview/media?mediaId=11901&langId=1.  
 
 

• OILB (Organisation Internationale de Lutte Biologique et Intégrée)  
5th Meeting of the Working Group „Integrated Protection in Quercus sp. Forests”  
2007, 22nd – 25th October, Tlemcen, Algeria 
 
An intervention focused in the promotion of the CORK MARK: “The CORK mark and cork oak 
forest sustainability” has been presented by Carolina Varela/Portugal. The intervention is 
available on the web (http://www.efn.com.pt/Session4/Varela.pdf) and attached to this report. 
It explicitly refers that this mark is an initiative from the Working Group on Cork Oak of the 
FAO Silva Mediterranea. 
 
 

• “Liège, une valeur ajoutée pour les vins?”  
 by Carolina Varela in Revue des Œnologues, n.º 112 – Juillet 2004   

 
Being aware that this is an article issued in 2004, but taking into account that it has not been 
disseminated within the Committee Silva Mediterranea, we take this opportunity to mention 
and attach it to this report. It explicitly refers to the launch of the logo Corkmark as an initiative 
promoted by the FAO Silva Mediterranea “Sylviculture of Quercus suber “ network.    
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� National Activities related to the promotion of cork/cork oak 
 

• CORK STAMP - 2007 
  

 

 

In November 2007, the Portuguese Post/National Mail Company – CTT issued the first cork 
stamp in the world. It is widely known that Portugal is the first cork producer and exporter in 
the world and this launching intends to promote and honour the Portuguese Cork Sector not 
only for its economic relevance in national terms but also for the ecological value attached to 
cork oak stands.  
 
Cork and cork oaks are seen as true national symbols and cork is considered one of the most 
important ambassadors of Portugal. This is why CTT has faced and won the challenge of 
finding a sufficiently thin - but resistant - raw material that, at the same time, would bear the 
printing and the adhesive tape in the reverse of the stamp. 
 
The stamp costs one Euro and had an issuing volume of 230 thousand stamps, which is since 
the launching sold out. A second edition is not foreseen due to the national philatelic strategy. 
 
The idea of issuing such a stamp is originally associated with the activities of the Working 
Group of the Portuguese Parliament focused on the Defence of the Cork Oak Stands 
(“Montado”).   
The launching ceremony took place in the Portuguese Parliament and was attended namely 
by the President of the Parliament, the Minister of Agriculture and the President of CTT.         
 
 

• 2 € COIN - 2007 
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To evocate the Portuguese Presidency of the European Union (second semester of 2007) 
there was a commemorative issuing of a 2 € Coin featuring a cork oak. 
The issuing volume was 2 million coins and the issuing concurred with the beginning of the 
Portuguese Presidency – July 2007. 
 
The issuing of this Coin was an initiative of Imprensa Nacional Casa da Moeda, the National 
Mint. 
 
 

• EXHIBITION AND SEMINAR ON JOAQUIM VIEIRA NATIVIDADE - 2007 
 

- Temporary Exhibition “Joaquim Vieira Natividade, Uma Vida com a Cortiça (1899-
1968)” (a Life with the Cork) – from April until September 2007 - Ecomuseu Municipal 
do Seixal 

 
- Seminar “Joaquim Vieira da Natividade, a subericultura e o património cultural e 
ambiental” (the cork oak culture and the cultural and environmental heritage) – 21st and 
22nd September 2007 - Ecomuseu Municipal do Seixal 
 

These initiatives aimed to disseminate and pay tribute to the work of Prof. J. Vieira Natividade, 
who, for a period of 30 years, developed scientific work focused on cork and cork oak and, in 
1950, wrote the well-known national and international bibliography reference “Subericultura”.   
 
 
Although not directly linked to the development of National Activities, it is worthwhile to 
mention the book and website dedicated to Joaquim Vieira Natividade that are being prepared 
by the Spanish forest engineer Ignacio Garcia Pereda, in cooperation with EURONATURA. 
The book is a comprehensive biography of Joaquim Vieira Natividade, mainly focused on his 
forest activities, namely on cork oak and cork. The website is not available yet.  
 
 

• BROTHERHOOD OF CORK OAK AND CORK (CONFRARIA DO SOBREIRO 
E DA CORTIÇA)  

 
The Brotherhood of Cork Oak and Cork has been launched in 2005 by a very small group of 
people. This is an initiative of the civil society whose main objective was and still is to 
contribute to the promotion – at national and international levels - of the cork oak ecosystem 
(“montado” in Portuguese, “dehesa” in Spanish), namely by emphasising its ecological, 
economical and cultural relevance. In a more concrete way, the objective of this Brotherhood 
is to raise awareness for the intrinsic ability of the Montado to safeguard, in the long run, the 
Mediterranean Basin environmentally speaking, through its sound management and 
development.  
 
Society in general and politicians in particular are the main target-groups of this initiative. 
Needless to say that this Brotherhood does not have any connection neither to the cork-
related industry, nor to the cork production stakeholders.      
 
Periodically, the Brotherhood issues a magazine “CSC Confraria do Sobreiro e da Cortiça” 
and actively collaborates with the Municipality of Portel in the organisation of the Fair of Cork 
Oak and Cork, an event which takes place every year. 
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Currently, the Brotherhood integrates 22 members of several nationalities (Portuguese, 
Spanish, French and Japanese).    
 
 

• PROGRAMME OF ACTION ON RECOVERING THE VITALITY OF CORK 
AND HOLM OAKS STANDS  

 
In September 2006, the “Programme of Action on Recovering the Vitality of Cork and Holm 
Oaks Stands” was created as a recognition of the need to take urgent action to reverse the 
decay’s trend of these stands. The measures to be taken for its development should have 
practical outputs. This Programme foresees five lines of work:  

- Technical assistance concerning the permission for cutting down trees in areas where 
there is decay of cork and holm oaks stands; 

- Quantifying the problem of the decay of cork and holm oaks stands; 
- Issuing of the practical guide “management best practices on cork and holm oaks”; 
- Studies on the mortality of cork and holm oaks through full sampling in the whole cork 

and holm oaks stands’ area; 
- Scientific research on the decay of cork, holm and other oaks stands at international 

level.  
 
In November 2006, the practical guide “management best practices on cork and holm oaks” 
was issued. This publication is user-friendly, action-oriented and encompassing the whole 
range of actions to be carried out in cork and holm oaks stands (e.g. regeneration, thinning, 
pruning, debarking, plant health and burnt areas).   
 
The relevant Portuguese contribution to the Seminar “The Vitality of cork and holm oaks 
stands, current situation, state of knowledge and actions to take” (October 2006, Évora) has 
been developed within the framework of the “Programme of Action on Recovering the Vitality 
of Cork and Holm Oaks Stands”.  
 
 
 

• IBERIAN OBSERVATORY TO FOLLOW CORK AND HOLM OAKS STANDS 
 
In November 2003, within the Portuguese-Spanish Summit of Figueira da Foz, a 
memorandum of understanding between Portugal and Spain concerning cork and holm oaks 
was signed. This memorandum of understanding aimed at the launching of a mechanism to 
develop a common strategy foreseeing measures and actions focused on cork and holm 
oaks. In order to cope with this aim it established an Observatory to follow cork and holm 
oaks stands, having as partners representatives of the Portuguese and Spanish ministries as 
well as representatives of the Spanish Autonomic Administrations with competence and 
interest in this matter.  
The subsequent meeting of the Environment Ministers from both countries (in June 2004, 
Cordoba) reaffirmed these goals.  
 
The Observatory meets at least once a year.  

In September 2007, during the 8th Conference of the Parties of the United Nations 
Convention to Combat Desertification, that took place in Madrid, the Observatory 
(represented by the Spanish Focal Point) participated in the side event “Cork and Holm Oak 
Forests, an Effective Barrier against Desertification around the Mediterranean Basin".  
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It is foreseen for the near future the launching of the Observatory’s website – the availability 
of the Observatory’s related information to the general public is considered of utmost 
importance to promote cork and holm oaks. 

 
• RESOLUTION FROM THE PORTUGUESE PARLIAMENT  - JUNE 2007 
“DEFEND THE CORK OAK STANDS, PROMOTE THE CORK CLUSTER” 

 
In June 2007, the Portuguese Parliament approved a Resolution addressed to the 
Government, recommending several actions and measures to be taken concerning cork oak 
stands and cork.   
 
Despite the relevance of the whole list of recommendations, for the purpose of this report, we 
would like to emphasize the following: adoption of measures that promote the use of the 
CORK ® on the labels of wine bottles, a symbol developed as an output of an international 
initiative coordinated by Portugal, with the support of FAO; assessment and use of all 
international articulation and cooperation possibilities in the defence of cork as a product from 
a European and Mediterranean ecosystem; promotion of the development of the Iberian 
Observatory to follow Cork and Holm Oaks Stands; reinforcement and articulation of all issues 
related to cork and holm oaks within the framework of the National Action Program to Combat 
Desertification; to list and assess all ongoing R&D projects, public or private, in order to 
coordinate and rationalise all involved resources, namely human and financial resources.   
 
 
 

• RETECORK – EUROPEAN NETWORK OF CORK-RELATED TERRITORIES  
 
RETECORK – the European Network of Cork-related Territories has been launched on the 
20th April 2007 in Girona, Cataluña, Spain. This Network, integrating several local authorities 
and territorial administration bodies as well as cork-related organisations (Portuguese, 
Spanish, French and Italian), altogether 31 members, aims at creating a platform for the 
knowledge, promotion and development of cork oak culture and cork. These local authorities 
are recognised as being traditionally linked with cork production, transformation and 
marketing. 

 

The main objectives of RETECORK are:  
- the defence of cork-related territories’ interests in order to contribute to their socio-

economic, cultural, urban and environmental development; 
- to assure the continuity of the cork-related activity as an important resource for the 

local development; 
- to establish work strategies on economic promotion, afforestation, reciprocal opening 

of international markets and development cooperation.     
 
 
The Municipality of Palafrugell, Spain, chairs the RETECORK’s executive council and is the 
venue of the Network’s headquarters. The Municipality of Coruche, Portugal, chairs the 
general assembly and the fiscal council is chaired by the Municipality of Silves, Portugal. 
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The RETECORK members with voting right are:  

- Portugal - Coruche, Seixal, Vendas Novas, Benavente, Silves, Portalegre, Mora, Avis, 
Arraiolos e Grândola; 
- Spain - Cassà de la Selva, Palafrugell, Montras, Calonge, Sant Feliu de Guíxols y Salines-
Bassegoda, Los Barrios (Cádiz) y San Vicente de Alcántara (Badajoz), the Consell Comarcal 
del Baix Empordà and the Diputació de Girona; 
- France - Vivés, Sorede and Argèlès-sur-Mer; 
- Italy - Calangianus and Montana Gallura.  
 

In addition there is a group of members with no voting right: Consorci Forestal de Catalunya, 
Associació d‘Empresaris Surers de Catalunya (AECORK), Asociación grupo de desarrollo 
rural de los Alcornocales (Cádiz), Asociación Sanvicenteña de empresarios del corcho 
(ASECOR) (Spain), União dos sindicatos do distrito de Évora and the Associação 
Portuguesa da Cortiça (APCOR) (Portugal) and l’Institut du Liège (France). 

 
 

• SUBERNOVA PROJECT – INTERREG III A                              
                                                        TRANSBOUNDARY COOPERATION BETWEEN   
                                                        PORTUGAL AND SPAIN 
Restoration/Renewal of the cork oak stands of Alentejo e Extremadura  
 
Subernova Project is an INTERREG III A – Transboundary Cooperation between Portugal and 
Spain, developed in Alentejo (Portugal) and Extremadura (Spain).  Partners are Direcção-
Geral dos Recursos Florestais (DGRF) and Instituto del Corcho, la Madera y el Carbon 
Vegetal (IPROCOR). Funding - European Fund for Regional Development/European Union.  
 
The Project’s general objective is to tackle the problem faced by the cork oak culture in the 
world and specifically in Alentejo and Extremadura. And its specific objectives are as follows:  

- guarantee the sustainability and multifunctionality of cork oak 
stands; 

- deal with the scarcity of skilled workers on cork oak culture, namely 
on debarking practices; 

- analyse the efficiency of the reforestation activities recently 
developed; 

- mitigate the serious consequences of forest fires.    

This project, launched in 2004 and initially foreseen to be finalized by 2005, has been 
extended twice, firstly until 2007 and more recently until 2010. During the first extension-
period several training activities related with the above mentioned specific objectives took 
place, as well as information sessions. For the second extension-period the establishment of 
a common area of work focused on developing cork oak-related techniques (such as cork 
quality estimation, debarking, cork oak stands’ management models and related plant health 
treatments) has been agreed. It is also envisaged the common development and 
implementation of cork oak trials.   

Further information can be found on the website: www.iprocor.org and www.subernova.com. 
 
 
 


